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United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Farm Service Agency (FSA) maps are for FSA Program administration only.  This map does not represent a legal survey or reflect actual
ownership; rather it depicts the information provided directly from the producer and/or National Agricultural Imagery Program (NAIP) imagery.  The producer accepts the data 'as is' and 
assumes all risks associated with its use.  USDA-FSA assumes no responsibility for actual or consequential damage incurred as a result of any user's reliance on this data outside FSA 
Programs.  Wetland identifiers do not represent the size, shape, or specific determination of the area.  Refer to your original determination (CPA-026 and attached maps) for exact
boundaries and determinations or contact USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS).
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Listing Summary

112+/- Acres (68.8+/- Tillable Acres)
Winneshiek County — Lincoln Township

High Point Land Company is honored to present a rare opportunity to purchase 112+/
acres on a hard surface road in Winneshiek County, Iowa. Located on a A46, in the heart 
of Lincoln Township with quick access to Ridgeway, Cresco and Decorah, IA, sits this diverse 
property, complete with productive soils, diverse habitat and beautiful building locations!

As you pull into the farm the first thing you will notice are the long straight rows with clean 
fences and great access. These tillable acres generate an average CSR2 of 68.8 across their 
entirety, with nearly 20+/- acres of this tillable land boasting an impressive 81 CSR2. As you 
continue to the back of the farm you notice the impressive stand of native warm season 
grasses currently enrolled in CRP commanding $2,443 annually; which is a notable addition 
to the tillable rent for 2022 from the long-term tenant.

This back field creates a great sanctuary for wildlife, and there are a number of locations 
that stand out as ideal food plot locations. The natural travel corridor along the Turkey river 
is a wildlife mecca; as anyone that routinely drives A46 would note the turkeys commonly 
strutting in the field, or deer crossing the road. The Southern access, and general layout 
of this property is the ultimate blank slate for someone looking for a solid investment 
with recreational perks!

Not to be overlooked, the elevated field also presents a rare opportunity to build a dream 
home on a paved surface road, with an incredible view over the entire property; an ideal 
scenario for a private retreat with quick access to some of the most desirable communities 
that Northeast Iowa has to offer!

For more information or showings please contact Iowa Land Specialist, Nick Hopp at 
319-240-6121 or nick@highpointlandcompany.com.




